
Artichoke technique: Strawberries
Instructions No. 320

Difficulty: Advanced

In the artichoke technique, folded ribbons of bows or with Fabric cuts the help of scales Pins are put on and Polystyrene balls
other styrofoam figures. This creates the typical "artichoke effect". By different folding techniques and variations when putting
it on, it can be cleverly modified and of course the Selection materials also have a great influence on the look. Also Paper is
well suited, folded or cut to fit. With fantasy and a few tricks artichoke balls are transformed into fancy decorative objects.
Thus the classic, which wrongly has a somewhat "dusty" image, becomes highly topical again.

It's that simple:

Strawberry
Cut 4 x 4 cm fabric squares 
Pin a spread square with Pins on the top of a Polystyrene-egg.Fold four fabric squares into a triangle, fold the corners in and
pin them around the square at 2 corners with the top pointing up. The slit can point inwards or outwards.
Fold further fabric sections and pin them in staggered rows according to the above principle until Polystyrene figure is almost
completely covered with fabric 

Leaves
Cut 4 x 4 squares from light green and green Felt , cut triangles from these (cut diagonally). Fold in the long sides and fix
them with the fold upwards and mixed colours until the end.

Pin a piece of wool cord to the strawberry (stem). Then cut small leaves from white and yellow Felt flowers and pistils and
green Felt . Finally, fix them with a hot glue gun on the Cord .

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the
sewn fabric is no longer in our range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

620048 VBS Steel pins, 10 mm 1

650120-31 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmLight green 1

650120-33 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmDark Green 1

650120-38 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmWhite 1

650120-22 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmGolden yellow 1

607544-50 Wool roving, 50 gLight green 1

VBS Styrofoam eggs, 10 pieces, 6 x 4 cm

3,55 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-styrofoam-eggs-10-pieces-6-x-4-cm-a22599/
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